Breakthrough Consulting
Throughout the 20th century we have seen endless examples in technology of major transformations in
how we communicate, attain information, travel, cure and prevent diseases, earn money, explore and
defend ourselves.
Government officials involved in foreign relations have not yet taken notice that the training and
development field known to millions in the private and corporate sector has produced over the last
few decades human performance methodologies that source major and totally unprecedented
breakthroughs consistently worldwide!
They can make many things possible that most in international affairs can only hope for currently.
The following are just a few of the capabilities that these services can provide…..
1-Breakthroughs in the ability to identify critical obstacles beyond current levels of conscious awareness.
Obstacles that interfere with attaining the cooperation required to settle major conflicts, to prevent conflicts
and to solve numerous humanitarian, security and environmental challenges.
2-A new ability to effectively resolve longstanding resentment and animosity standing between adversaries
that thwart cooperation in present day negotiations. This is one of the most common issues widely ignored
by parties in policy formulation and in conflict negotiations. Discounting the profound impact of the past
is a major “blind spot” in foreign relations. It puts every possible initiative in jeopardy.
3-Breakthroughs in distinguishing the multiplicity of productive and counter-productive “interpretations” of
circumstances, comments and actions that divert the possibility of effective communication and cooperation.
Most do not recognize the fact that there is no one single or right interpretation of events, comments or
actions in foreign affairs or in any other field. The agreement of numerous experts is just people agreeing
to the same particular point of view. Agreement does not equal fact nor is it necessarily constructive.
Limitations in the ability to realize the multiplicity of interpretations is ultimately counter-productive and
often destructive. When circumstances are interpreted in a way that keeps parties off the same page which
is most common, problems are not solved. They go on and on for years and decades with untold death,
destruction, suffering and instability as the result.
4-The ability to identify the factors necessary to produce outstanding diplomatic results without the use of
coercive measures. (Ex. Sanctions, condemnation, political pressure, threats, armed force, etc.)
Coercive tactics may be necessary at certain times but nowhere as frequently as they are used now. Their
extensive use is a result of counter-productive interpretations; automatic reaction based relating and
communicating, responsibility not taken and the inability to identify effective non-coercive options.
Background: Ontology Based Consulting Services
The transformational consulting methods that OIC advocates are based on ontological research and
development. Ontology is the study and science of being. Ontology based services were developed by
cutting-edge companies and organizations over the last 3-4 decades to elicit the limitless potential of
individuals and organizations. They produce outstanding breakthroughs in human effectiveness,
communication, relationship building, negotiation, creativity, productivity and complex problem solving.

These services are not based on common learning methods where information is added to one’s body of
knowledge to be practiced and used. Nor do they promote any philosophy, behavioral formula or political
view to be adopted. They are not based on psychological or conflict resolution models.
Instead, they provide a powerful group inquiry based on unique distinctions that reveal how we came to be
the way we are in life, how we act, how we see possibilities, how we relate, how the past impacts us in the
present inhibiting our thinking and actions.
Those substantially grounded in ontology based programs come to realize the reality that they have infinitely
more power over their circumstances than they thought. They acquire the ongoing ability to self-scrutinize
their thinking and the thinking and actions of others with far greater objectivity and vision thus leading to
opening new pathways.
Applied to national security or foreign relations, they can powerfully support breakthrough foreign policy
formulations and stunning negotiating results. Through the dramatic expansion of conscious awareness,
numerous life altering revelations come into focus never seen before setting the ground work for
unprecedented results in all challenges.
The development of ontology based services has been based on the principle that all human beings are born
with limitless potential to produce extraordinary results in any aspect of living. And, early life experiences
and our personal interpretations of these experiences either reinforce certain natural capabilities or repress
them. Thus, the aim of ontological research has been to produce programs, services and methods to assist
people in accessing repressed capabilities while expanding on those that were not.
To accomplish this, services are designed using group and individual inquiry techniques based on specific
distinctions and guidelines to shed light on past events in such a way that the participant is able to clearly
and expeditiously dismantle longstanding, unintentional self-programming and decisions that stifle the
natural effectiveness, personal growth process.
Having dismantled these obstacles to the natural effectiveness growth process, the client-participant
becomes more and more aware of obstacles inhibiting their effectiveness and readily discover highly
effective solutions. They also come to discover new areas of interest and new forms of expertise never
previously realized. Over time confidence, assertiveness, tenacity and communication capabilities take
major leaps forward.
These consulting enterprises are breakthrough business and organization development companies providing
highly trained consultants thoroughly schooled in the most advanced ontology based methodologies and
programs. They are highly acclaimed in the training, development and human potential disciplines.
They work with Fortune 500 companies, non-profit organizations and business leaders. They custom create
programs and execute consultations that are specific to each client group taking into account group cultures,
personalities, religious leanings, perceived obstacles, breakthrough goals and other pertinent issues. Their
ability to support clients in achieving breakthrough results in any pursuit is unparalleled.
In depth clarity on the consulting services requires a minimum of a one hour conference call or an onsite
presentation including decision makers and the consultants.
There are no parallels to these specialized services.

